German
Beginner
Beginner(+)

Listen with the intent
to understand.
One person speaks,
the others listen.
Suggest cute
answers.
If Frau S. is not clear,
show her!
Sit up -squared
shoulders- clear

Kathrin Shechtman
E-mail | kathrin.shechtman@the-fis.de

eyes.

Website | www.welovedeutsch.com

Do your 50%

Phone | 09131 / 9 40 39-0 (front oﬃce)

Actors - synchronize

Oﬃce | room 2.053

your actions

1st - 3rd grade in the grades’ Homerooms

with my words.

4th - 8th grade in room 2.046

Nothing on the desks,
unless told
otherwise.
Classroom Rules: Ben Slavic

Language is Communication:
Active Listening, with open ears
and eyes and letting me know
when you don’t understand are
your keys to success.

Attendance

In class

Reading

At home

Regular attendance is
invaluable to success in
any language class.
Students will have jobs in
class to help everyone
grow as individuals as well
as a community.

We will focus on topics
and vocabulary that is of
interest to the students,
therefore if your child has
a sibling in another class,
they will not necessarily
follow the same order.

Reading in a foreign
language boosts your
vocabulary. From 1st
grade on, the verbal
input will always be
accompanied by
written input.

There will be no assigned
homework in this class.
We need time to process
language and we do this
best as we sleep. Use the
extra time to get plenty of
process time.

General Class Info
This course is taught using comprehensible input.
Input is the primary focus. Students will acquire the
language by listening and reading to support their
eventual output of writing and speaking.
Please be aware that input always precedes output
and that output is not an accurate measure of
Rubric layout: TPRS Witch

comprehension. Be patient with your child,
everyone acquires language at a diﬀerent speed. 	
  

Want more German?
Student stories will be posted on my website under
“In class” - “Student Stories.” This will enable
students to reread what we talked about in class
and show it to friends and family. If extra practice is
something you’re looking for, reading these stories
again is a great way to practice. Students may also
borrow stories from me, listen to stories on my
website and of course, immerse themselves in the
German culture with German friends, music, teams
and anything else they’re interested in.

